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Clean impulse
Scientists : alert

Consumer associations

NGOs

Farmers’ organizations

Students’ collectives



Clean governance : independence, transparency, expertise



Contribution de l’agriculture 

?

?

Methodology based on 
Planet Boundaries (25 indicators)

 

Climate change is not the issue on 
which the agri-food sector can act most.

All major issues for farming systems 
are linked to biodiversity, circularity, 
resilience (not efficiency).

No cheating

Biodiversity collapse

Source : Rockström et al. 2020

Pollutions 

Synthetic and 
mined fertilizers
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EU Commission and EU Parliament – as well as French 
Parliament, NGOs, consumer associations, non-LCA 
scientists… – have all acknowledged that PEF is not suited 
to assess food, fish and textile products (at least).

See EU Green Claims Directive, voted March 12.

Regulatory context for food
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"The possibility of using a standard method to substantiate environmental claims has not been retained. 

Imposing a single method such as environmental footprint [PEF] as the standard method of substantiation for 

all environmental claims would not be appropriate. […] Claims are very diverse. A single method would not be 

adequate", the European Commissioner for the Environment said in a press conference on March 22, 2023, when 

releasing the proposal of the Directive. 

In the preamble to its proposal, the EU Commission sets out the 'lessons learnt' that have led it to reverse its initial 

intentions and acknowledge the limitations of the method [PEF] it has spent over ten years developing. The 

conclusion is clear: the PEF, which aims at quantifying and displaying environmental impact, "does not yet cover all 

impact categories for all products and can therefore give an incomplete picture of a product's environmental 

credibility". "We have decided not to require a single method to support all environmental claims, but rather to 

define criteria".

EU Directive : Green Claims
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Bertrand Swiderski, CSR Director of Carrefour Group, explains:

"Planet-score makes it possible to differentiate products ranges in a 

coherent way according to the efforts made in favour of the 

environment. This is the feedback we can give, particularly on the 

basis of the work carried out on the Carrefour Quality products. 

Planet-score clearly reflects, for example, the efforts made on the 

subject of imported deforestation, antibiotic-free livestock farming, 

GMOs, inputs, etc. It helps to reflect where ou suppliers are making 

progress. It's a well-constructed, sincere and scientifically coherent 

tool".

"Customers no longer trust brands eand retailers chen they claim 

on their products. Planet-score provides proof, it's a guarantee 

given to our customers by a trusted third party. An earnest promise, 

because everything is evaluated on the same basis, both positive 

and negative aspects are taken into account, for all products and 

all brands.«

"Planet-score is extremely motivating for the teams in charge of 

Carrefour's quality systems because it makes the challenges and 

efforts visible. Unlike LCA, which is an obsolete tool for food 

products. LCA poses un-solvable problems for these products, as 

we have seen for over 10 years. We want to make progress on this 

issue and bring transparency to the debate. We want 

environmental labelling to be introduced, but above all we want to 

avoid labelling that would be rejected by consumers.

https://bit.ly/newsletterPSdec2022 

https://bit.ly/newsletterPSdec2022


Why it matters ?
Choices of metrics for consumer 
transparency and  food eco-design : 
fight against greenwashing, 
and brainwashing



Ingrédients :, LAIT entier, LAIT écrémé reconstitué à base de LAIT en poudre, sucre, crème (LAIT), chocolat (2,2%) (sucre, pâte de cacao, 
cacao maigre, émulsifiant (lécithine de SOJA), arôme), cacao maigre, épaississants (E1442, E407), perméat de petit LAIT (lactosérum) en 
poudre, amidon,

Trustworthy ?
Cow milk
Beet sugar
Cocoa
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LCA (PEF methodology)

Actuellement ces 
systèmes de production 
avec accès à l’air libre 
représentent moins de 2% 
du marché

Actuellement ces 
systèmes de production 
intensifs représentent 
plus de 95% du marché
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LCA (PEF methodology)
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And here is… the ultimate ecological bomb according to LCA-PEF…

ACV

6100



Examples with Eco-Impact 
(Foundation Earth)

http://bit.ly/3XwBfMU
https://www.foundation-earth.org/products/ 

http://bit.ly/3XwBfMU
https://www.foundation-earth.org/products/
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PEF (AGRIBALYSE 3.1)



PEF (AGRIBALYSE 3.1)



The elephants 
in the room ?





Let’s behave 
responsibly ?

For consumers, farmers, animals, and nature
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More confusion, disbelief, trials, time and money lost.

What happens when you fail 
to deserve trust ?



More confusion, more disbelief, 
time and money lost

What happens when you fail 
to deserve trust ?

https://bit.ly/44pk6Zc 

https://bit.ly/44pk6Zc


No trust, out of the market

Lidl et Carrefour Belgique have decided to stop using Eco-Score on food products : « too confusing ».



Ask consumers 
honestly
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Intervention à 
l’Académie d’Agriculture 

le 31/03

=> les deux marqueurs de la transparence et du 0 greenwashing

Parmi les thématiques suivantes, 

lesquelles sont importantes à vos yeux ?

Résultats conformes aux études 
consommateurs antérieures : 
utilisation de pesticides, mode 
d’élevage comme critères clés. 

Origine comme critère très 
important également. 

Ask simple questions, 
you’ll get straight answers



Ask simple questions, 
you’ll get straight answers

15%

85%

Une note synthétique seule, affichée sur l'emballage des produits, avec les indicateurs détaillés uniquement sur un site internet ou
via une appli
La totalité du Planet-score avec les indicateurs détaillés affichés sur l'emballage des produits



63%

25%

12%

Q8. Et au final, quel affichage préfèreriez-vous voir sur les produits alimentaires, pour vous renseigner sur l’impact 
environnemental des produits alimentaires ?

Ask simple questions, you’ll get straight answers



Who is in the best place to develop and warrant a 
consumer transparency tool for environmental labelling ?

Retailers

Brands

Public  bodies

Retailers

Brands

Public  bodies

Consumers associations

Farmers 

Community food shops

Survey on trust for food eco-labeling in France, 
presented at the French Parliament

(BVA, for 60 brands)



Consumers’ preferences : strong endorsement, 
answers obvious real-life questions about food 
products and farming systems (which are approx. 
85% of the impacts of the products on shelf) 

Now visible on 135,000 food products. 

No cheating

https://bit.ly/46xvO5W 

https://bit.ly/46xvO5W


• Consumers’ preferences : strong endorsement, answers obvious real-life questions 
about food products and farming systems (which are approx. 85% of the impacts of the 
products on shelf)



Companies : 80 brands on-pack 
       (~100 millions prints)

B2C, B2B, restaurants

300 companies on-board



Scaling up

December 2021 March 2024

300+ brands, 12 countries (HQs), 
30 countries (on-pack).

more details here

https://bit.ly/brands-planet-score




https://bit.ly/3CoGm9B 

https://bit.ly/3CoGm9B










Assessment platform : a new eye on your products



Assessment platform : benchmarks



0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

pire actuel mieux top

Comparaison appros actuels vs. scenario de référence - pilote CROUS Grenoble

A B C D E

Key for success : simple, uncostly, actionable



Get on board !

Latest quarterly newsletter :  https://bit.ly/48aDaN3
Website www.planet-score.org 
linked_in page 

https://bit.ly/48aDaN3
http://www.planet-score.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/planet-score
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